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An Insight Into The Link Between
Disk Method and Shell Method
Chan Wei Min
In the topic of finding the volume of the solid of revolution generated by revolving
a region in the Cartesian Plane about an axis, one may come across integral such
as 1r J x 2 dy, formulated by the well-known disk-method. As y is usually given as a
function of x, evaluation of such integral could be a complicated task, particularly
so if x and y are not one-to-one related. To overcome the difficulties, shell-method
is available as an alternative. The integral then take~ the form 21r xydx, thereby
avoiding the work of putting x in terms of y.

J

As the two methods are based on different ways of taking elements of volume, they
are usually perceived as two different tools, of which, the better one has to be chosen
at the start of the work. We shall see their connection, and show that each is in fact
derivable from the other mathematically.
For definiteness we shall restrict our discussion to the volume of the solid of revolution generated by revolving a region in the first quadrant of the Cartesian Plane
about the y-axis. In this article, all arcs are assumed to be continuous; derivatives,
integrals, whenever there arises, are all assumed to exist, unless otherwise stated.
We first consider typical regions.
Type I - region whose boundary is oriented in the anticlockwise sense.
Let there be an arc AB in the first quadrant with end points A(xA, YA) and B(xs, YB)
with cases:
(i) the path along the arc AB in the direction from A to B is strictly ascending,
y
and that all values of x and y on the arc
are one-to-one (see diagram, H K being
an example).
(ii) the arc AB is a straight line parallel to
the x-axis (like P N in the diagram)
(iii) the arc AB is a straight line parallel to
they-axis with YB > YA (like QH in the
diagram).
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Let R(AB, y) be the region bounded by arc AB, the line y = YB, they-axis and the
line y = YA· We note that R(AB, y) is described in an anticlockwise sense.
Let V(R) be the volume of the solid ofrevolution generated by revolving a region R
about they-axis, and Jd(R), l 8 (R) represent the integrals for its evaluation by way of
the disk-method and shell-method respectively. For the evaluation of V(R(AB,y)),
we have
YB
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Id(R(AB, y))

1

x 2 dy, and
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Is(R(AB, y))

1
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x(yB - YA) dx + 21T"
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+ 21T"

1XA

(i) Id(R(AB, y)) = 1r

1

YB

= l 8 (R(AB, y)) for the three cases.

x 2 dy = 1r

YA

Using integration by parts and

x(y - YA) dx,

XB

0

We shall prove that Id(R(AB, y))

x(yB - y) dx,

XA

0

1XB

J~~

dy
1XB
x 2 ddx = 1r[x 2 y]~!- 21T"
xy dx.

XA

XA

X

dx = y + C, the above expression equals to

1r(X~YB- X~YA)- 21T"

XB

1

xydx = 18 (R(AB,y)).

XA

(ii) Id(R(AB, y)) = Is(R(AB, y)) = 0.
YB

(iii) Id(R(AB, y)) = 1r

1

x dy = 1rx~(ys- YA) = 7rx~(Ys- YA) = 1r(x~ys- X~YA)·
2

YA

XA = XB, we may write it as 1r(X~YB- X~YA)- 21T"

1XB

where the value of the second integral is zero.

As

xydx = 18 (R(AB,y)),

XA

Type II - region whose boundary is oriented in the clockwise sense.

Consider now arc BA, with arc AB as described above.
Let R(BA, y) be the region which is bounded by arc BA, the line y = YA, they-axis
and the line y = YB· We note that R(BA, y) is described in an clockwise sense.
We see that the volume of the solid of revolution generated by revolving R(BA, y)
about the y-axis has its absolute value equals V (R( AB, y)). Also
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